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 هحترم اٍلیاء ٍ آهَزاى داًص گراهی، ّوکاراى

 احترام ٍ سلام با

 ّای رضتِ دٍازدّن ّای پایِ درٍس ًَیسی خلاصِ ضاهل دارد، قرار ضوا اختیار در کِ آهَزضی ی بستِ ایي

  ٍ  دلسَز  دبیراى از  گرٍّی رٍزی ضباًِ تلاش با کِ است فیسیک ٍ ریاضی  ٍ  تجربی علَم اًساًی، علَم ٍ ادبیات

       را زیر ًکات آهَزضی، ی بستِ ایي از استفادُ از قبل لطفاً. است ضدُ تْیِ دزفَل پرٍرش ٍ آهَزش تلاضگر

 . دّید قرار ًظر هد

 تَسط تدریس در اٍلَیت ٍ ًیست درسی ّای کتاب از تر کاهل ٍ تر جاهع بْتر،...  ٍ جسٍُ کتاب، ّیچ   -1

 .باضد هی عسیساى ضوا درسی ّای کتاب ّواى آهَزاى، داًص تَسط هطالعِ ٍ دبیراى
 ی بستِ ایي از درسی ّای کتاب هحتَای ٍ هفاّین کلیِ یادگیری ٍ کتاب ی هطالعِ از قبل عٌَاى ّیچ بِ -2

 .ًٌوایید استفادُ آهَزضی

 ضوا ی استفادُ ٍ درسی ّای کتاب ی هطالعِ از بعد ًْایی، هرٍر جْت صرفاً آهَزضی، ی بستِ ایي -3

 .است ضدُ تدٍیي ٍ تْیِ پایاًی اهتحاًات از قبل عسیساى

           درسی ّای کتاب هحتَای ،ٍکٌکَر پایاًی ًْایی، ّای سؤال طرح هٌبع ٍ هلاک گردد، هی تأکید -4

 .باضد هی

 1311اسفٌد هاُ 

 

 رضا هحودی خباز

 هعاٍى هدیر کل ٍ هدیر آهَزش ٍ پرٍرش دزفَل
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Vocabulary:   

 با کلمات داده شده جملات را کامل  کنید یک کلمه اضافی میباشد.

introduction- dedicated- alphabetically-shared-effectively-suppose-honored-combination-origin 

 

1) A:Why  is  he  so  famous? 

B:Because  he  is  a/an  -----------  university  professor. 

2)A: How  should  we  find  a  book  written  by  a  great  poet  at  this  library? 

B:The  books  are arranged  ----------  by  authors' names. 

3)Elders  feel   -------  when  we  appreciate  them. 

4)Let  us  -------  for  a  moment  that  the news  is  really  true. 

5)As  a  great  artist, he  has  used  a -------  of  paints  in  his  work. 

6)He played his  role  very  --------- . 

7)My  sister  --------  her  food  among  the  poor  children. 

8)A complete  dictionary  tells  you  about  the  -----  of  words  and  the  history  behind  them. 

 

distinguished/ solution /respect /compiled /contain / founded / shout / forgive/stands/ entries/lap 

  

9)The bank was ---------------  last year. 

10)Have you found  a  -------------  to  that  problem? 

11)The  first  Persian  dictionary  was  ----------------  around  1000  years  ago. 

12)My  parents  taught  me  to  -------------------  the  elders. 

13)Try  to  avoid  foods  that  ------------------  a  lot  of fat. 

14)I  can  hear  you well. It  isn’t  necessary  to  --------------------- . 

15)Dr. Hesabi  was  regarded as a -----------  scientist. 

16) what he did was wrong but I think it’s time to ------------------  and forget. 

17) I.R -------------------- for Islamic Republic . 

18)This  monolingual  dictionary  has  about  50000  -------------  

 

wonder  /burst/ introduction/ regarded/ recommended /combination /designed/ heritage/ shares/ later 

 

19)Before  reading  a  book, read  the  -------------  . It  helps  you  understand  the  book  better. 

20)Why  was  Dr.  Gharib   ------------- as  a  kind  physician? 

21)Our  English  teacher  --------------  a  new  dictionary to  all  of  us. 

22)This old building is part of our national -----------   and must be protected.  

23)Suddenly the son -----------------  into tears and hugged his old mother.                                                    

24)I ----------------  why Mr. Iranmehr didn't come to the party.  

25)A learner’s dictionary is ----------------  for foreign students.                              

26)  Parnia never --------------  her toys with her cousins . 

27)The project will be completed two weeks------------   .   

28)The building is a ------------------   of new and old styles .  

 

general/founded/homeland/appreciation/arranged/figure/spare/entrycontains/effectively/expand/  

 

29) The introduction of the book gives us a ---------- idea of what it is about. 

30)Do you know when they have ---------- such a great institute? 

31)Some Iranian scientists come back to their ------ to help the people of their own country. 

32)I gave her some flowers to show my ----------- . 
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33)It is essential to know  how to use a dictionary----------- . 

34)University education is designed to --------- your knowledge. 

35)They ---------- a surprise party for their daughter.  

36)Coca Cola ----------  a lot of sugar.  

37)Monica couldn’t -------- out  what the teacher was talking about. 

38) We should ----------  no pains to protect our culture. 

 

provided/surprisingly/incomprehensible/inspiration/share/arrange/bilingual/dedicated/lap/elementary/end 

 

39)The beauty of nature is a great ----------  to many artists. 

40)I need a -------- dictionary to translate the text more accurately. 

41)Hamidreza Gongozehi was a ------- teacher who saved his students’ lives. 

42) When you ------- your books, you can find them easily.  

43) I just passed the -------- level of English classes and I can’t speak fluently. 

44)He  ----------   a  lot  of  useful  information  for  me  to  buy  a  suitable  car.  

45)The beach was crowded in such a hot day, not ---------- . 

46)This message is really -------------- . It is written in some secret cods. 

 

expanded / brought / disconnected / compare / donating 

 

47)I don't understand why our internet gets ---------- so many times every day.  

48)Reza's mother died when he was only 5 years old , so he has -------- up by his aunt.  

49) We can help many people by --------- what we don't use.  

50)His father has -------- his business by opening two more stores.  

 

translate – combinations – founded – forgive – appreciation 

 

51)Tehran University was ------------ in Tehran about one century ago. 

52)As a sign of -----------, we would like to offer you this small gift. 

53)I asked my friend to ----------  an English text into Persian. 

54)From the letters “N” and “O”, we can get two ---------- “on” and “no”. 

 

 

 لغت متفاوت را پیدا کنید.

55)noun/ diary/ adjective/ verb. 

56)write/compile/ suggest/ record. 

57)confusing/helpful/effective/useful.        

58)elementary/advance/intermediate/technical. 

59)app / CD/ PC/ cell phone. 

60)boost/ lower/ improve/increase. 

61)famous/distinguished/physician/well-known. 

62)cell phone /smart TV/DVD/software.  

63)ocean/sea/water/river. 

64)ostrich/pigeon/duck/ant. 

65)culture/generation/custom/heritage. 

66)invent/develop/destroy/create. 

 

 

 دانش خود کامل  کنید. جملات  زیررا با کلمه ای مناسب از
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67)In  order  to  be  healthy, try to  avoid  foods  that  c------- a  lot  of  fat. 

68)The baby  enjoys  sitting on  her mothers' l--. 

69)They  have  to  speak  louder, because  their  grandmother  is  hard  of  h----- . 

70)There  are  some  free dictionaries for  PCs and  apps  for s----  phones. 

71)Dictionaries are  usually  in  three  levels: elementary, i----------- , and advanced. 

72)The  two  words  at  the  top  of  each  page  of  a  dictionary are  called g----  words. 

73)I  have  recorded  my  thoughts  and  feelings on  my  d------ every  day  for  10 years. 

74)This  book  has only  a  two-page i------------- .It  is  about  the  writer and his  success. 

75) d-------  is a book in which you record what has happened every day.  

76)Dr. Gharib spared  no p-----  to cure sick  children. 

77)I usually sit o-   the sofa and read my favorite book.  

78) When Mary heard about her grandmother's death, she s-------  into tears. 

 

 

Grammar: 
 گزینه درست را انتخاب  کنید.

 

79)She was the person --------  everyone regarded as trustworthy. 

a)which                       b)when                         c)whom                     d)whose 

80)Scientists  believe that hot weather  is  often -------  the  crops. 

a)endanger                  b)endangering               c)endangered            d)dangers 

81)Zhila never says a word when she is sad, -------- ? 

a)isn’t she                    b)did she                      c)doesn’t she              d)does she 

82)18.Penicilin ………………..by Alexander Fleming many years ago.  

a)discovered                b) was discovered        c ) was discovering     d) discover 

84)A: Where is  his car?  

B:The car -----------  is parked there belongs to  him. 

a)which                        b)when                         c)whom                       d)whose 

85)Their  sister  bought a new dress at a very low  prices, ---------? 

a)doesn’t  she              b)don’t  they                 c)didn’t  she                d)didn’t  they 

86)He  is  not  very  ------------- , thus  he  doesn’t  feel  comfortable  to  talk  to people. 

a)communicatively     b)communicate              c)communication        d)communicative  

87)The man …………… is standing here is my brother 

a) where                      b)  whom                       c) who                          d) which 

88)Thousands of books ------------------ every year. 

a) were  published       b) are published            c) publish                      d)will  publish 

89)we bought some books--------------our teacher suggested. 

a) which                       b) who                           c) whom                        d) what 

90)The suggestions ---------------- they made in the meeting were valuable. 

a) who     b) whom      c) which       d) whose 

91)The poor man had no money in his pockets, ---------------- he? 

a) did      b) hadn't       c) does                  d) didn't 

92)The beautiful bird ----------------- in a wooden cage. 

a) has kept      b) was keeping       c) is kept       d) will keep  

93)Mery cut her birthday cake last night, -------------------? 

a)didn't she                      b)didn't he                    c)doesn't she               d)doesn't he 

94)These Iranian cars-----------------since 1390. 

a)haven't used                 b)didn't use                    c)haven't been used    d)weren't used 

95)It was very famous writer-----------------you saw on TV last night. 

a)which                           b)who                             c)whom                       d)what 
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96)The cat----------------lives near us drinking milk. 

a)who                             b)whom                           c)where                        d)that 

97)The television -----------------they have designed is going to be very expensive.  

 a)which                         b)that it                            c)whom                        d)that is  

 

98)I think Ali and Reza rarely go fishing in winter, -------------- ? 

 a) does Ali                    b) don't they                      c) don't you                d)do they    

99)The soccer match --------------- in our school next week.  

a)held              b)will be held      c)was held            d)is held 

100)This is Sarah’s book, ----------------?  

a)isn’t she              b)isn’t this                c)isn’t it                d)does it 

101)Ali did nothing last night, -------------? 

a)does he   b)does Ali   c)didn't he   d)did he 

102)Mary never plays Smart Kid, -------------? 

a)does she   b)does Mary   c)doesn't she   d)is she 

103)The dishes ----------- washed by my mother yet. 

a)will be   b)haven't   c)has been   d)haven't been 

104)Solutions to problems will be found by scientists, -------------? 

a) won't be   b) won't it   c) won't they   d) will not they 

105)Sonia and Nikita have gone to the park, ------------? 

a) have they   b) do they   c) haven't they  d) hasn't Nikita 

106)The first cell phone ------------- by Mr. Cooper in 1980s. 

a) will be made  b) made   c) is made   d) was made 

107)The woman -------- my sister met  in the hospital is a nurse. 

a)where                       b)what                         c)which                        d)whom 

108)In Iran-Iraq war, many people -------------- . 

a) are killed                 b) was killed                c) were killed               d) have killed 

109)The man  -----  is  wearing  a  glasses  is  Reza's  uncle. 

a)whom                        b)whose                      c)who                          d)which 

110)The letter  ------- by  my  father  two  hours  ago. 

a)was  posted               b)posted                      c)was  posting              d)has  posted 

111)Ali's  sister  had  an  accident  last  week, ------- ? 

a)did  he                       b)did  she                    c)didn’t  he                   d)didn’t  she 

112)I  couldn’t  figure  -------  what  they  are  talking  about. 

a)off                             b)out                            c)at                               d)on 

113)Iida burst -----  tears when she saw her score. 

a)into                           b)on                             c)up                               d)over 

 

 با کلمات داخل پرانتز جملات را بهم وصل کنید.

 

114)The  woman  was  a  nurse. I  met  her  in  the  hospital  last  week.(who-whom) 

115)Sara  wants  to  buy  a  car. It  is  easy  to  park.(which-who) 

116)people live  in  Scotland. They  are called  Scots.(who-whom) 

117)Did  you  pick up  the  keys? They  were  on  the table.(which- who) 

118) The lady encouraged the student. she is my English teacher . (who -which ) 

119) We have a lot of time before our flight. We can rest. ( so - and ) 

 

 

 شکل  صحیح  افعال  داده  شده  را  بنویسید.

120)I  think more money should  --------   on education.(spend) 
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121)The  lunch  -------------------  every  day.(cook) 

122)All  the  papers  -----------------  next  week.(correct) 

123)Last night my father  ------- home very late, didn’t he?(come) 

124)His  job became --------  difficult because of his illness.(increase) 

125)They --------  the waste  every night and send it  to the landfill, don’t  they?(collect) 

126)They  never  ------------  money back, did  they?(give) 

127)Solution  to  problems  --------  by  scientists.(find) 

128)The girls ------------   a carpet, weren't they? (weave)  

129) Most of the houses in this area ------------  recently. ( build ) 

130) My uncle .....................an expensive car, didn't he? (buy) 

131) The first fast food restaurants ------------ in our city thirty years ago.(open) 

132) Some tools and technologies ----------  by scientists at all. (make)           

133) The window ------------  yesterday. (break)            

134) Penicillin -------------  by Alexander Fleming.(discover)  

135) Pancakes ---------  every morning.(make) 

136)The  little boy ------ the box, can 't he?(open) 

137)The bill must --------- before leaving  the  restaurant.(pay) 

             

 بهم وصل کنید. orو  so, and, butجملات را با 

138)I get up early in the morning, -----  I  make an omelet myself. 

139)This coat isn't suitable for me,------- I wear it. 

140)We can eat our lunch at the restaurant, ------  we can have it at home. 

141)They wanted to call you, ------  they didn’t have your phone number. 

142)That  dictionary is expensive , ------- I  can't buy it. 

143) Can we go out to the cinema, ------- stay at home? 

144)Too much using of computers is stressful, -------- can be harmful for our health. 

145)I' ll go out tonight , -------- I'll take a rest.  

146)We went to the party last night , ---------  we had a wonderful time. 

147)The watch didn't work ,--------- John took it back to the shop. 

148)I was hungry ,-------- there is no food in the refrigerator. 

149)You should clean your room ,---------- you should wash the dishes. 

150) Susan has a pink dress, ------- she never wears it. 

151) Saman was very thirsty before trip,--------  he went to supermarket to buy a mineral water. 

152)Reza and Saeed went swimming last week,--------- they had a nice time. 

153)You have two choices: you should wash the dishes,---------- you should do your homework. 

154)You can buy a shirt ---------- you can save your money. 

155)There was nothing at home to eat --------   I  went  to  a  restaurant. 

156)My  friend  had  a  lot  of  problems -------- she  didn’t  tell me  anything. 

157)He  wrote  some  books  for children ------- translated  a lot of story books. 

158)Mrs. Tehrani  likes fish, -----   her  grandmother  hates  it. 

159)The woman washed  the dishes, -------  her  daughter  dried  them. 

160)You can check this  booklet, --------  you may see our  website. 

 

 جمله سازی کنید.

161)soldiers / about / movie / which / Iranian / we / an amazing / was / saw.  

162)has / she / the problems / in / solved / classroom / the /. 

163)very fast/ the  dog/ is  / can/ which/ run/ brown. 

164)employed/ during/ a  lot  of/ the  last  five  years/ have  been/ workers. 

165)very heavy/ a  bag/ always / which/ my  brother / seems / carries. 

166)well/ should/ so/ has/ study / tonight/ tomorrow/ an  exam/ she/ Mina. 
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167)work/ some workers/ who/ and/ teachers/ in the village/ there  are . 

168)wrote/ didn’t  / a letter/ the girl/ she /, / ? 

169)be/ by  the  teacher/ the parents/called/ should. 

170)talking/ to the neighbors/ the  woman/ bought/ that  apartment/ who/ was/ in  the  yard. 

171)about/ informed/ they/ today/ must/ the result/ be. 

 

 

 

 

Cloze  Passage.   

 پاسخ درست را انتخاب کنید.

   A dictionary is a book which explains the meanings  of  words  and expressions. You can find words easily 

because dictionaries put them in (172) order. The word 'dictionary' comes from the Latin 'dictio' ('saying'). 

There  are  several  types of  dictionaries. Dictionaries (173)  explain words and how they are used; 

dictionaries which  (174)  words from one language to another; dictionaries of biography which tell about  

(175)  people; and technical dictionaries which explain the meaning of  technical words. 

172. a. biographical               b. medical               c. alphabetical               d. immediate 

173. a. who                            b .whom                  c. they                           d. which 

174. a. translate                     b. describe               c. explain                      d. expand 

175. a. ordinary                     b. famous                c. original                      d. common 

________________________________________________ 

 

      A dictionary is a book which explains the meanings of words and expressions. There are several types of 

dictionaries --176-- general dictionaries, Learner's dictionaries , picture dictionaries ,etc. Dictionaries which 

explain what words mean give a --177-- definition of them. A good dictionary also gives more information 

about words. For --178--, it explains how they are pronounced. Usually the International Phonetic Alphabet is 

used for this –179-- . 

 

176. a) such as   b) like   c) including   d) all a, b, c 

177. a) probable  b) clear  c) compiled   d) religious 

178. a) inspiration  b) section  c) instance   d) ethics 

179. a) origin   b) purpose  c) failure   d) present 

_______________________________________________ 

 

combination _  strong _ natural _ heavy _ understanding _  collocation_ meaningless 

 Collocation is the way words work together to sound –180--  in a particular context. For example we might 

say "The typhoon brought heavy rain and strong winds", but we wouldn't say that is brought "--181--rain" or 

"—182-- winds". Those –183-- do not collocate . Getting collocations "wrong" may not prevent people from –

184--  your text but it can often make –185-- precise and may sound odd. Choosing the right –186-- will 

enable you to express yourself more precisely and will draw attention to where it should be. 

 

 

Reading  Comprehension.*Read  the  passages  then  answer  the  questions. 

 متون زیر را با دقت خوانده و سپس پاسخ دهید.

 

Passage 1: 

     Teachers are an essential part of our lives. They teach us life lessons and help us discover who we are and 

how to succeed. 
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     It's important to appreciate the teachers who are dedicated to their jobs. Even if you feel, you have too 

 themd too many exams, take a moment to think how important your teachers are. Without much homework an

you wouldn't be where you are today. 

    Teaching requires a lot of time, preparation and effort. Outside of the class, teachers write lesson plans, 

create exams and grade tests. They also attend conference and training sessions to find tools and ways to help 

students succeed.  

   This article has shown you how your teachers are busy with a wide variety of responsibilities. The next time 

that you see your teachers, tell them you appreciate their help. 

187. What  do  teachers  do  to  find  tools  and  ways  to  help  their  students  become successful?  

188. What does teaching need? 

189.The  underlined  word  in  line  5  refers  to ----------- . 

a)tools            b)teachers            c)students              d)exams 

 

?True or False   

190. The  only  things  that  students  learn  at  school  is  reading  and  writing.     

                                                                                      a. true      b. false 

191.Teachers aren't  just  busy  when  they  are  at  school.                                    

                                                                                       a. true      b. false  

 

Passage 2: 

 

It was a winter morning and the students were listening happily to their lovely teacher at an elementary school 

in Shaft when suddenly the heater of the class caught fire. The fire was everywhere very quickly and the 

dedicated teacher, who had felt the danger, tried to rescue each child by holding them one by one in his arms 

and taking them out. But a severe wind shut the door of the class, and the flames of the fire raged so high that 

he couldn't get out of it. 

 

Finally, although he could save his students' lives, unfortunately, he was so badly injured during the fire that 

physicians couldn't help him. Hassan Omidzadeh, the distinguished teacher, died in a hospital in Fooman, in 

2012, at age 58 (15 years after the fire) as a result of the burns and injuries that he received from the fire. 

 

This event was the hot news for many years. People were talking about Hassan's brave act everywhere. Hassan 

died because of his love for his students. Instinct of survival makes every human being prefer to survive and 

escape the danger, but Hassan Omidzadeh did what not many people could ever think of at the moment of 

danger. 

 

His name along with other heroes of our homeland like Muhammad Hussein Fahmideh and Riz Ali Khajavi is 

listed in school textbooks. 

True / False 

192. Suddenly, one of the class who was lazy students set the fire.             

193. A strong wind closed the door of the class when teacher was inside.   

194. At the end all of the students and the teacher were well and healthy.  

195. How did the teacher rescue his students? 

196.  What was the real reason of the teacher's death? 

________________________________________________________________ 

Passage 3: 

     Nutrition is the process by which plants and animals take in and use food. Food is needed to keep the body 

running smoothly. It provides energy for work and play, for breathing , and for the beating of the heart. The 

building material for muscles , bones, and blood comes from food . You can't have a healthy body without 

healthy eating and drinking. Not enough of some foods, or too much of others ,can lead to illness. 
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   The food and drink you take in are called your diet.(This word is sometimes used in another way, to mean 

eating less food than normal in order to lose weight , as in "going on a diet"). 

A person's diet is so important because growth and health depend on it. Dietician are people with knowledge 

of special diets(dietetics) , such as those used for sick people in hospital. 

   We should never forget that across the world between 13 and 18million people die each year from starvation 

and the diseases it brings; most of them are babies and young children. For the millions more who suffer from 

lack of food( not enough of the right foods), healthy eating is out of the question. It is hard enough just to try 

and stay alive. 

 

197.How can we have a healthy body? 

198. On the whole, the writer believes that by eating less food we can--------- . 

    a. grow our health               b. lose weight         c. gain weight        d. decrease our health 

199. What dose 'it' in line 2refer to ? 

    a. food                                 b. body                    c. process        d. nutrition 

 

200. The word " special" in line can be replaced by? 

    a. perfect                              b. patient                  c. particular          d. protected 

201. The word "diet" has two meanings, what we eat and eating less food than normal.    T/F    

 

 

Passage 4: 

How to use a dictionary  

A dictionary is a very important tool for anyone who is learning a new language. With a good one you can do 

the following; you can look up the meaning of an English word you see or hear; to find a word quickly , you 

need to know the English alphabet perfectly. For words with more than one meaning you should choose one 

makes more sense in the context; checking the spelling and pronunciation are other facilities that a dictionary 

offers. Also to check the plural of a noun, part of speech , or  past tense of a verb , a dictionary is helpful.  

Likewise, a dictionary provides readers with synonyms or antonyms, collocations, and grammatical 

information about a word too. In sum, learning a new language is fun by the use of a dictionary . 

 

 

202. What is a dictionary? 

203.What can we check in a dictionary? 

204. "one" in the line "2"refers to?     

a) language     b) tool              c) meaning        d) dictionary 

205.which one is closest meaning to "look up" in line "2" ? 

a)listen            b)search for     c)write               d)figure out 

True or False 

206.Dictionary offers only one meaning for a word.                          True              False 

207. An important tool for learning a language is a dictionary.         True              False 

There are many languages in the world, some of which may seem harder to learn for second or 

foreign learners. But which is the most difficult language to learn? Well, it’s not easy to reply 

because there are many factors to discuss. 

A native speaker of French, for example, will find English easier to learn than Chinese, because 

English is very similar to French, while Chinese is very different. As a result, first Language can 

affect learning a second language. The greater the differences between the second language and the 
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first, the harder it will be to learn. Many people answer that Chinese is the hardest language to learn, 

possibly influenced by the thought of learning the Chinese writing system. Besides, the pronunciation  of 

Chinese does appear to be very difficult for many foreign learners. However, for Japanese speakers, who 

already use Chinese letters in their own language, learning writing will be less difficult than for speakers 

of languages using the Roman alphabet. 

Teachers and the conditions in which the language is learned also play an important role, as well 

as each learner’s motivation for learning. If people learn a language because they need to use it for a 

living, they often learn it faster than people who study a language that has no direct use in their day 

to day life. 

Read the questions and choose the best choice. 

208. The word “it” in paragraph 2 line 4 refers to.................. . 

a) learning first language 

b) second language 

c) difference of languages 

d) Chinese language 

 

 

Passage 5: 

 

209. Hardness of learning a language can depend on.................. . 

a) how different it is from one’s mother tongue 

b) whether it is French or English 

c) whether you are learning Japanese or Chinese 

d) how long it takes to master pronunciation 

 

True / False 

210. Being familiar with writing system of the second language makes it harder to learn. 

a) True b) False 

211. The reason behind learning a language can slow down or speed up learning. 

                                                                                                                        a) True      b) False 

Answer the following questions. 

212. Which language is easier for French people to learn, English or Chinese? Why? 

213. Why does a Japanese speaker find the Chinese writing system less difficult? 

 

Passage 6: 

 

Albert Einstein, a physicist, was born on March 14, 1879, in Germany. He could change people`s 

understanding of the physical world, therefore, he has been considered as one of the greatest 

thinkers in science. After graduating in 1900, Einstein had a hard time finding a job. He finally 

got a job at the Swiss Patent Office in 1902. This job gave him the time to do some of his 

important 

works like writing theoretic papers on physics, especially his Theory of Relativity. 

He became a professor at the German University in Prague. He began working at the Prussian 

Academy of Sciences in Berlin in 1914, and soon finished his work on his General Theory of 

Relativity, which was published in 1916. Einstein was awarded the Nobel Prize for physics in 

1921. 

In 1933, he left Germany because of the strict rules of Hitler. He went to work at the Institute of 

Advanced Study at Princeton University in New Jersey. He later became a U.S citizen. During 

World War II, he wrote a letter to President Roosevelt expressing his worry about the atomic 

bomb. 
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After stopping his work in the institute in 1945, he spent much of his time giving lectures and 

speeches and working on theories. In his final years, he lost his health. He was hospitalized with 

stomach pains several times, and he died on April 18, 1955. 

Choose the best answer. 

214. Before the World War II, Einstein left Germany and became a/an………………. . 

a) president         b) American citizen           c) physicist               d) student 

215. He died because of his ……………. 

a) Relativity Theory        b) scientific research       c) health problems           d) academic studies 

True / False 

216. His job helped him to think about his theory.                a) True      b) False 

217. He found a job easily after graduation.                          a) True      b) False 

Answer the questions. 

218. When was the Nobel Prize awarded to Einstein? 

219. What did Einstein do for expressing his fear of the atomic bomb? 

 

Passage7: 

 

Respect is a way of acting well or thinking highly about something or someone. You respect those 

who are important to you. You show your respect by being polite and kind. When you are 

impolite or act badly toward people, they may feel sad or angry. But whom should you respect the 

most? You must care for those who always care for you. You know that your parents care for you 

for every little thing. You must love them, respect them, and care for them. Besides bringing you 

into the world, your parents spend their time, energy, and strength to make sure that you have 

what you need or want. Telling them that you thank them reflects the level of your respect for 

them. The easiest way to show your love and respect is to tell them that you appreciate who they 

are and what they do. You can also do something small but meaningful, for example, wash the 

dishes, clean the kitchen after dinner or clean the rooms. Your parents will pay attention to and 

appreciate your acts of kindness. You may also tell your mom how well she cooks, or tell your 

dad how great he is at his job. For most of parents, any of these small things can be a sign of 

respect. 

 True / False  

220. We respect those who are important to us for some reasons.                       a) True      b) False  

221. If you are impolite or act badly toward people, they feel important.           a) True      b) False  

Choose the best answer.  

222. We show our……………….by being polite to those we care for.  

a) need       b) strength        c) happiness         d) respect                                                                  

223. Telling your parents that you thank them ………………. the level of your respect for them. 

 a) reflects               b) invents               c) imagines          d) shouts 

 Answer the questions. 

 224. What is the easiest way to show your love and respect to your parents? 

 225. Can doing good small things show your respect to your parents? (Give an example) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  With  the  best  wishes                    Tajbakhsh                                 
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The Key: 

 

1)dedicated. 

2)alphabetically. 

3)honored. 

4)suppose. 

5)combination. 

6)effectively. 

7)shared. 

8)origin. 

9)founded. 

10)solution. 

11)compiled. 

12)respect. 

13)contain. 

14)shout. 

15)distinguished. 

16)forgive. 

17)stands. 

18)entries. 

19)introduction. 

20)regarded. 

21)recommended. 

22)heritage. 

23)burst. 

24)wonder. 

25)designed. 
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26)shares. 

27)later. 

28)combination. 

29)general. 

30)founded. 

31)homeland. 

32)appreciation. 

33)effectively. 

34)expand. 

35)arranged. 

36)contains. 

37)figure. 

38)spare. 

39)inspiration. 

40)bilingual. 

41)dedicated. 

42)arrange. 

43)elementary. 

44)provided. 

45)surprisingly. 

46)incomprehensible. 

47)disconnected. 

48)brought. 

49)donating. 

50)expanded. 

51)founded. 

52)appreciation. 

53)translate. 

54)combinations. 

__________________________ 

55)diary. 

56)suggest. 

57)confusing. 

58)technical. 

59)app. 

60)lower. 

61)physician. 

62)software. 

63)water. 

64)ant. 

65)generation. 

66)destroy. 

_________________________ 

67)contain. 

68)laps. 

69)hearing. 

70)smart. 

71)intermediate. 

72)guide. 

73)diary. 
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74)introduction. 

75)diary. 

76)pains. 

77)on. 

78)spare. 

__________________________ 

79)c 

80)b 

81)d 

82)b 

83)b 

84)a 

85)c 

86)d 

87)c 

88)b 

89)a 

90)c 

91)a 

92)c 

93)a 

94)c 

95)c 

96)d 

97)a 

98)d 

99)b 

100)c 

101)d 

102)a 

103)d 

104)c 

105)c 

106)d 

107)d 

108)c 

109)c 

110)a 

111)d 

112)b 

113)a 

___________________________ 

 

114)The woman whom I met in the hospital, was a  nurse. 

115)Sara  wants to buy a  car  which  is  easy  to park. 

116)People who live in Scotland , are called Scots. 

117)Did  you pick  up the  keys which were  on the tables? 

118)The lady who encouraged the student, is  my English teacher. 

119)We have a lot of time before our flight, so we can rest. 

___________________________ 
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120)be spent 

121)is cooked 

122)will be corrected 

123)came 

124)increasingly 

125)collect 

126)gave 

127)will be found/ is found/ was found 

128)were weaving 

129)have been built 

130)bought 

131)were opened 

132)weren’t made 

133)was broken 

134)was discovered 

135)are made 

136)can open 

137)be paid 

____________________________ 

138)and 

139)but 

140)or 

141)but 

142)so 

143)or 

144)and 

145)or 

146)and 

147)so 

148)but 

149)or 

150)but 

151)and/ so 

152)and 

153)or 

154)or 

155)so 

156)but 

157)and 

158)but 

159)and 

160)or 

____________________________ 

161)We saw an amazing movie which was about Iranian soldiers. 

162)She has solved the problems in the classroom. 

163)The dog which is brown, can run very fast. 

        The dog which can run very fast, is brown. 

164)A  lot of workers have been employed during the last five years. 

165)My brother always carries a bag which seems very heavy. 

166)Mina has an exam tomorrow, so she should study well tonight. 
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167)There are some workers and teachers who work in the village. 

168)The girl wrote a letter, didn’t she? 

169)The parents should be called  by the teacher. 

170)The  woman who was talking to the neighbors  in the yard, bought  that apartment. 

171)They must be informed about  the result  today. 

__________________________ 

Cloze Passage: 

172)c 

173)d 

174)a 

175)b 

*********** 

176)d 

177)b 

178)c 

179)b 

********* 

180)natural 

181)strong 

182)heavy 

183)combination 

184)understanding 

185)meaningless 

186)collocation 

________________________ 

 

Passage 1: 

 

187)Teachers write lesson plans, create exams and grade tests  and attend conference and   

training  sessions  to find tools and ways to help students succeed. 

188)Teaching  requires a lot of time, preparation  and effort. 

189)b 

190)b 

191)a 

*************** 

Passage 2: 

 

192)False 

193)True 

194)False 

195)He held the  students one by one in his arms and taking them out. 

196)He died as a result of the burns and injuries that  he received from the fire. 

 

 

 

Passage 3: 

 

197)We can have healthy body by having healthy eating and  drinking. 

198)a 

199)a 
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200)c 

201)T 

************** 

Passage 4: 

 

202)A dictionary is a very important tool for anyone who is  learning a new language. 

203)We can check the meaning, spelling, pronunciation, plural form , part of speech of a word in a dictionary. 

204)d 

205)b 

206)False 

207)True 

*************** 

 

Passage 5: 

 

208)b 

209)a 

210)b 

211)a 

212)English is easier to learn than Chinese because English is very similar to French. 

213)Because they already use Chinese letters in their own language . 

************* 

Passage 6: 

214)b 

215)c 

216)a 

217)b 

218)He was awarded the Nobel Prize for physics in 1921. 

219)He wrote a letter to  President  Roosevelt  expressing his worry about the atomic bomb. 

*************** 

Passage 7: 

 

220)a 

221)b 

222)d 

223)a 

224)The easiest way to show your love and respect is to tell them that you appreciate who they are and what 

they do. 

225)Yes, it is, for example, washing the dishes, cleaning the kitchen, or cleaning the room. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                           

                                                              With The Best Wishes 

                                                                                           Tajbakhsh 
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